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SHYLLAG 
by Miriam Gallagher 
 

CHARACTER: 
ALLWYCH, A female travelling player (Brave, mischievous, somewhat crazed) 
 
 
(PLAY opens with MUSIC, then Sounds of TRAINS departing, an  EXPRESS rushing 
through, TRAIN WHISTLE. As LIGHTS slowly fade up TRAVELLING PLAYER sits 
waiting on a bench. SHE wears travelling clothes of many layers & colours. Her 
luggage, a Chiant bottle  and glass are on the platform near her. SHE listens, then runs 
DS. peers out front, listens, returns to sit on bench, drinks, then) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.         When my train comes I'll get a window seat and keep 
myself to myself. Shoo-chchch  Shoo -chchch Shoo- chchch. When it comes. And it will. 
In the right place at the right time. If I am standing by (serene) The readiness is all  
(pauses, looks DSR.) Do you hear that Stationmaster? It's all  true every  word- like the 
tales you let me spin to pass the time (pauses) yet you tell me nothing (looks around, 
then  wistful) no timetables or lists of destinations (laughs) You should be sacked 
(pauses) You think you're God Almighty but I  have news for you. This time my train will 
come. You'll see (pauses) and who will tell you tales when I am gone? eh? No one that's 
who. So make the most of it while I am here (smiling) Now listen well for time is running 
out. Once upon a train (startled by the Squeak of LUGGAGE TROLLEY)  What's that? 
(rises, moves towards DSL.) Is someone there on the other platform? (looks out DSL.) Is 
that you Mother? It's me Allwych. I'm here in Limbo waiting for my  train - my  train to 
Liberty (listens) if you're there why  don't you answer? (pauses) you always had an 
answer for  everything -not like me-still asking the same questions like, Are we going 
round in circles? And, Will we all have window seats? (laughs) You never can. There's 
simply not enough but I get here early - just the same (listens, moves a step DSL)  Are 
you there? (smiles) I often think of you with your long red hair, flowing down - right down 
your back. My Shyllag has that same red hair (laughs) Queenliness should be handed on, 
you always said 

(SHE moves DSL. peers out front, listens, returns to bench) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.           No, it's not you, Mother. You're not one to keep quiet 
(pauses, then chatty) Now then Stationmaster, listen well.  But you needn't keep 
funereally silent. If you like to interrupt - just now and then mind, feel free to do so. If you 
think I'm rambling on or sound as if (laughs) I'm talking to myself- you could put in the odd 
word. It's nice to have a bit of chat - now and then. Otherwise things can get too quiet 
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(pauses) Once upon a train in Sicily, a man and woman who  got on together sat in 
window seats. As still as statues. Not a word! Hanging from their luggage overhead were 
labels. And as the train gathered speed sh ch ch ch sh ch  ch ch, those labels started  
flapping- like wagging tongues in the silence. His said Roma, hers Palermo. When  
someone offered  bread or wine or made a joke, the man and woman who got on 
together, simply looked away (shrugs)  Maybe they had no sense of humour. Or maybe 
someone died. Were they lovers? Were they friends? (pauses) Only for the labels on 
their luggage no one knew a single thing about them. There they sat and never spoke. All 
the way to Rome. 

(SHE opens luggage ,displays scarves, dresses, a crown, looks DS.) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.               (smiles) and now  I will play the Queen  (glances DSR, 
out front, then DSR) They are all waiting (holds  up a dress in each hand) Muslin or 
velvet, which will it be? (lightly, as she dresses) Who knows what we'll play tonight or  
where but (laughs) one thing is for certain. I will play the Queen and all the knights in 
shining armour will play my  retinue (pauses) Do you hear that? I will not  leave this  place 
until my train comes whooshing along, (wearing Queenly  dress, moves DSC. holding 
crown) speeding in -the windows full of anxious peering faces - full of warriors and 
courtiers  and knights in shining armour, and I'll be ready -standing by  (stops DSC. puts 
on crown, looks out front, listens, then) The readiness is all 

(A PAUSE) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.         How I loved that play (removes crown, addresses it 
fondly, brings it to her) Come Hamlet, sit by me and watch  (breaks off) Hamlet is dead. I 
should have died first. The Queen always dies first. Did you know that? (pauses) Yes they 
always made me play the Queen (wistful) when what I really wanted was to play the fool 

(Disrobes, replaces dress and crown in luggage. She sits, drinks) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.            Yes, they always made me play the Queen- when 
what I really wanted was to play the fool (listens, then rises, startled)Sh! is that my train - 
my train to Liberty? (moves two steps DSR.) Tell me, stationmaster, what is it like on the 
other side?(laughs) Oh, I forgot there is no other side.  Only a joined space where Limbo 
used to be (pauses) Once it was Them and Us. It was hard waiting for the crash that 
made the Wall come tumbling down. Hard waiting for someone to break it into pieces- 
make a gap - melt the space - dissolve that Limbo. Now there are pieces of that Wall 
decorating peoples' drawing rooms. Pieces of Wall as knick knacks collected by the  
curious (pauses) Is Freedom all it's cracked up to be?  Is it Stationmaster? (pauses) Once 
it was Here and Over There. Now only a joined space as if two pieces of ribbon were 
stitched together- satin smooth- flowing from Here to There like a river (remembers) The 
Danube. Oh steely grey river of my forgetting! 

(Dreamy MUSIC (Hungarian) LIGHTS change. SHE smiles) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.          (moves a step DSL., then dreamy) Duna, Donau, 
Danube -steely grey not blue-flowing from the Black Forest to the Black Sea. Buda and 
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Pest (pr.Pesht)- two sides of the same  river (chatty) A hundred years before my birth, my 
mother said, the Danube burst its banks, heaving and spilling through  streets and houses 
- flooding over Baross Ter (pr.Tayre) and  Huszar Utca (pr. Ootsa) They had to rescue 
everyone in boats she said (smiles, moves SL.) My mother came from Hungary. She was 
tall and beautiful. She could have had anyone she wanted so I never understood why she 
took up with a wily Welsh wizard  like my stepfather (laughs) While she loved buying silks 
and satins from expensive shops in Vaci Utca, (pr.Vatsi  Ootsa) across the river in a Buda 
cafe he would wait for hours,  tossing back glass after glass of Palinka (pauses) but that  
didn't last and he went back to Wales (moving US.to luggage) She could have had 
anyone! (taking out hairbrush & mirror) She was tall and beautiful with long red hair. They 
thought she dyed it but she didn't. I asked her once. She was most offended-but Queenly  

(SHE stands facing SL., uses old fashioned hairbrush and mirror) 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE. Child, you must never tamper with Nature  

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.    Yes Mum 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.    Now listen Allwych,never be false,never  crass 

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.    Yes Mum 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE. Remember what you are born to. Be true to your 
destiny 

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.      What's that Mum? 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.          Keep smiling and you'll see (pauses) Now, pack 
your things. We're off to Budapest for Cousin Zsuzsa's wedding (pr = ZS sounds like 
j in the word raj) 

(SHE packs things away, moves to sit on bench)     

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    So once  upon a train to Budapest- Shoo chch 
Shoo-chch - zithers playing - and the balalaika (laughing) We laughed and sang. 
And all the time my mother's eyes were wet (smiles) laughing and crying she saw 
the Danube through a mist (remembers) I was seventeen 

(ZITHER MUSIC (E.G.GIRLS CHORUS) as SHE opens suitcase to don white peasant 
blouse,Hungarian apron,headdress with ribbons, then moves SC.) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.        I saw my cousin, wild-eyed at her wedding,  
laughing as she raised her glass (laughing) as if to say "Look  at me, how happy I 
am, Mark me well!" and pointing her toe, she smiled and with her ribbons flying, was 
led into the dance                                                               

(MUSIC as SHE dances) 
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TRAVELLING PLAYER.            (remembers) The last I saw of her was when her 
tall strong bridegroom -tight black waistcoat, snow white  shirt and scarlet trousers, 
took her from us (wistful) down the  dusty road - still dancing. If I close my eyes, I 
can see her -  still dancing with her ribbons flying 

(A PAUSE.   SHE moves US. removes headdress, placing it on bench) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.        Yes my mother had her patriotic moments.  After 
the wedding she said   

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.       I want you married like your cousin.  But promise 
me you'll wed a Hungarian 

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.    How can I Mum? I don't know any - apart from 
cousins 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.       Well then we'll stay in Budapest 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     (pauses) But we didn't. Soon we were back upon 
another train travelling through Hungary 

(Moves to sit on bench. Dreamy MUSIC. LIGHTS change) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.        (fondly) Imre with his balalaika.Shoo- chch  Shoo-
chch Shoo-chchShh- Lulled by the movement of the train, my  mother slept and all 
the time Imre with his balalaika--oh he was  the foxy one--all smiles and music--all 
the time she slept, he was making eyes at me. People must have thought we were in 
love. Soon everyone was sleeping -like my mother- SO--softly- not to wake the 
carriage, he started on his balalaika wooing me with his music (sighs) when I think of 
Hungary I hear that music. Oh he was the foxy one - all smiles (Sl. PAUSE) When 
my mother woke, he lightly touched my hair and spoke to her in Hungarian and in 
the river of sound I heard  a word  like SHYLLAG and by the way my mother smiled I 
knew SHYLLAG meant  more than a metre of poetry                           

(BALALAIKA MUSIC) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.       When I think of Hungary I hear that music.  Balalaika 
Imre! He was my one true love (softly) All the  Hungarians in the world could not 
compare! (rises) I tried to tell my mother (breaks off) In her Queenliness she was much  
offended 

(She moves  DSC.) 

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.    He is my one true love 
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HER MOTHER'S VOICE.    Don't be ridiculous. Why can't you wed like Cousin 
Zsuza? 

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN. He is Hungarian! 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE. (aghast) You met upon a train!  

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN. But Mum -       

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.     The world is full of knights in shining armour. Keep 
smiling and you'll see (pauses) Now get your things. We're going back to London. 

(She moves to sit on bench) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.        Shoo-chch  Shoo-chch Shoo -chch (glances balefully 
over left shoulder, then) Sulky silence, then.  

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.     Allwych, stop moping, mind  the luggage  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     My mind was full of him 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.    Keep your eye on one thing at the   time  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     That Summer I was keeping it on Imre - all  the time 
(glances over left shoulder, then looks out front) Shoochch Shoo-chch. He followed us 
from Budapest - but in a different  carriage 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.      Allwych, The luggage!   We're at Vienna! 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.        (excited) the sound of hissing brakes and steam sss 
sss 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.      (rises, moves a step DSL.) Come Child, we only have 
four minutes to change trains 

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.    Yes Mum 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.     Hurry Dear 

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.    Mum, don't fuss. It'll be alright 

(TRAIN WHISTLE,moves SC.)    

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (looks DSL., smiles, then looks out front) I smiled to 
leave her with a warm impression. (mischievous) The last words I heard from her all 
Summer were "Hurry Dear" and I did, skipping along, heart pounding-through the hiss of 
brakes  and steam- (shields eyes, peers, then looks DSC.) would he be  there like he 
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whispered when he saw  me board the train at Budapest? (moves DSC.) down the 
platform -banging doors- a whistle and-Imre was waiting at the barrier-taller and stronger  
than any cousin's bridegroom  

(She moves DSL.) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.        Imre, do you remember those first weeks in Vienna? 
Remember how you told me the word Shyllag meant Pearly Star and I was your pearl 
among women? (sl. pause) Oh, we were made for love (moving around SL. during the 
following) walking  hand in hand - flowers in my hair-bread and cheese for supper -  
washed down by wine. Olive evenings warm and soft You remember?  (WHISTLE of 
TRAIN) When we took our train to Budapest, we didn't  need window seats then Imre - 
we hardly saw the view (laughs)  Eyes only for each other. In between kisses, a fat 
woman with twinkling eyes fed us wine and cervelat (pr. Tservallat) those long skinny 
Hungarian   sausages - and we smiled at her (laughs)  between kisses (moves  about)  
Remember those golden evenings by the river? and your balalaika wooing me with your 
music? And oh, the lime trees and the man who took our photograph. Do you remember?  
(takes photo from her bodice, looks at it, laughing) Just look at it now, faded but still there 
and oh, look at the moon on the Danube (sighs, replaces photo in bodice) How we made 
love in the moonlight (quiet)  you remember - and all the everywhile you murmured 
"Shyllag"  for I was more precious to you than any pearl (pauses) Can you still 
remember? (laughs) How we laughed and longed to travel on. Russia-Sammerkand. We 
planned to live by music. I would sing and you would play your balalaika and all the world 
would open up to us that long sweet summer-Summer of my one true love (quiet) Can 
you still remember? 

(MUSIC.SHE cradles her arms ,swaying gently to MUSIC) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      Shoo-chch  Shoo-chch, the laws of Love don't hold 
with what you should or shouldn't- It simply happens. Ah!  that Summer in Hungary!  
When I close my eyes I hear that music 

(A PAUSE.LIGHTS change)  

TRAVELLING PLAYER. (looking DSR.) It's all true - every word. You can't deny 
it.Besides who else can tell you tales like I  do? (pauses) Life and Love have ways of 
changing (moving US.) So, back I went to London. As my mother wanted. She would 
start a business, something elegant she hinted. A first class hotel or some place nice 
where I could meet a knight in shining armour. 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.     Allwych it's time for you to settle down 

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.    Oh Mum! I want to see the world 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.    Never be a gypsy. No one will marry you, Child 

TRAVELLING PLAYER. I tried one last time to get away. I went to Paris, Shoo-
chch Shoo-chch Shoo-chch down to Rome and almost to Brindisi. (laughs) Once upon 
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that train in Italy, a man going to Bologna in the middle of the night said his mother's  
heart would break if I would not dismount with him at dawn to eat spaghetti at his house 

VOICE OF MAN.      Mama is so glada to see you eata spaghetti ata my 
house! 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    He said in whispers. It was dark inside the carriage. 
Snores and mutters. A smell like (distastefully)  jaded socks or  was it gorgonzola? 
(grimaces) turned any  thoughts of passionate  embraces off their mark  

VOICE OF MAN.     Mama wanta to see you 

TRAVELLING PLAYER. he said fiercely in the dark 

VOICE OF MAN.    You eata spaghetti at Bologna NOW! 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (pauses) I never met his mama. But at Bologna there 
appeared my mother who dragged me from the train as I protested  

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.    Nothing happened Mum! I swear  

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.    Mind you keep away from railways. You're getting far 
too fond of changing trains 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     So, this time I did go back to London (sits on  bench) 
My mother bought a business. Nothing elegant. Like that first class hotel she wanted. No. 
A Licensed Premises  (laughs) The Rose and Crown. A pub in Clapham. How romantic! 
Pints of beer and apple cider (sighs) I'm sure my mother, like all mothers, did her best. In 
her own way. In lace gloves  and dressed in purple velvet- she did her best. And I would 
help her in the evenings 

(Snatch of Hungarian MUSIC (Girls Chorus) as SHE removes blouse, tidies  hair) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      (looks DSR.) You'd have liked the pub, Stationmaster! 
Full of warriors and courtiers all playing darts  (mimes darts) Yes you'd have liked it! 
Plenty of darts and pints of bitter (sl. Pause) My mother tried  to cheer me up 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.    You'll soon meet a nice man 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    But my heart was in Hungary 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.     A nice man who'll take you off my hands                                                                            

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN. But Mum— 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.   The world is full of knights in shining armour. Keep 
smiling and you'll see 
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TRAVELLING PLAYER.      (pauses) And in that pub in Clapham I wanted  to ask 
what made her love that wily Welsh wizard my stepfather  in  Budapest long ago. He was 
a good man in his own way and fond of me but I soon put a stop to that. Soon after he 
left. Just like that (sighs) my mother was so beautiful she could have had anyone. Why 
him? Was he her destiny? 

(SHE moves DSL.) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      Sometimes I'd play a game of darts and mingle  
(laughs) that's how I met my husband. Oh he was dark and burly, and playing darts in 
Clapham is how we met! (mimes darts) 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE. You have a straight aim 

TRAVELLING PLAYER. he said and gazed at me 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE. You 're a right little darter, you are  

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.      (shyly) You're not so bad   yourself 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.     A right little darter (laughs) A Queen!  Isn't she Syd?                      

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    he asked a courtier standing by 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE. Tell me, is she not a Queen?    

TRAVELLING PLAYER.       and he laughed again while everyone looked on. His 
eyes showed me I was his darling and I felt like a Queen and all  the warriors and 
courtiers and knights in shining armour had drinks upon the house (looks DSR.) You'd 
haveliked that! (laughs) And when he asked me for my  hand (smiles) in that pub in 
Clapham, I thought Why not? If not him then another (pauses) My mother wasn't pleased. 
She took one look at him and groaned 

(SHE sits on bench) 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.    Allwych, you can't be serious (pauses) He might even 
have (drinks) big bulging muscles and tattoos upon his arm! 

HERSELF AT SEVENTEEN.   But Mum you brought me to The Rose & Crown  

HER MOTHER'S VOICE. Yes I did--but hoped you'd wed a prince 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (pauses) He was no prince--but a good  man  in his 
way and (sighs) so we married 

(LIGHTS change.MUSIC (E.G. GIRLS CHORUS) as SHE rises, removes & replaces apron 
in luggage,mimes Wedding  March, moving DS.). 
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TRAVELLING PLAYER.    The whole retinue came to the wedding. My mother 
cried-like all mothers 

 HER MOTHER'S VOICE. I'll never see you now 

HERSELF AS A BRIDE. It's not as if I'm off to Russia (aside) or Hungary, I 
thought  

HER MOTHER'S VOICE. You're gone Allwych, just the same 

HERSELF AS A BRIDE.    Mum for God's sake - It's just a room above The Rose 
and Crown 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.     What sort of life is that? - in a pub? in Clapham 

HERSELF AS A BRIDE.      Well you should know. You own The Rose & Crown 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.      I thought you'd wed a prince 

HERSELF AS A BRIDE.      Mum it'll be all right -- you'll see 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.     (bleakly) In Clapham?  

HERSELF AS A BRIDE.     (brightly) We can always travel 

HER MOTHER'S VOICE.    Keep away from railways. You always were too fond of 
changing trains (sniffs) They'll be the death of you  

HERSELF AS A BRIDE.      How can I Mum? We're right beside the junction 

(SHE sighs, moves to face DSR.) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER. She was right as it turned out. He had big bulging 
muscles and a bundle of tatooes. But underneath his hairy chest he was a good man-- in 
his way (pauses) And we had good times at the start. We'd go together to the trains. He  
let me take my pick. 

(She moves to bench) 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE. Where you want to go then? 

HERSELF AS A BRIDE.    (excited) We'll go to Paris, Rome and (smiles) 
Budapest 

(TRAIN WHISTLE. SHE sits on bench) 

HERSELF AS A BRIDE.    Shoo-chch Shoo-chch (smiles) off we went  

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.    No need to talk to strangers 
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TRAVELLING PLAYER.    he'd say, speeding down through France with wine 
and saucisson and crusty bread for comfort-Steely swift  French trains-Dijon -Chalons-
Lyons-Rennes Shoo -chchch Shoo- chch - Yes! those were good times at the start, 
bumping together  all the way to Budapest -and the Danube - sleety grey -not blue (sighs) 
Hungary! all past and left behind 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.    No need to talk to strangers 

(LIGHTS change) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      he'd say. But in my world there are no strangers 
(puzzled) Whoever heard of strangers in Limbo? (pauses) Listen! (Rises) Once upon a 
train going down to Dijon, a man put his head out the window and kept it there for  half an 
hour. Then he put it in again, sat down and sighed 

(SHE sits on bench, sighs) 

MAN'S VOICE.      Dieu! que le son du cor est triste au fond des bois!  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (pauses)  He gave us all that moment -  his     moment 
of despair. But everyone just stared - or looked away - At the next station he disappeared 
(WHISTLE of TRAIN.  SHE looks out front) He was no stranger -that man near Chalons - 
for I could read his heart and hear his sorrow (pauses) Sometimes I think of him waiting 
for my train and wondering will the carriages be full and will I get a window seat and will 
we all be going to the Danube -steely grey river of my forgetting?                                                                                          

 (MUSIC. LIGHTS FADE. A LONG PAUSE) 

 (AS LIGHTS come up, SHE mimes wheeling BABY in a pram) 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    (To BABY) Sh! sh! who's my best girl? eh? Sh! 
Where's your lovely smile now? Sh! Sh! See what I got you 

(SHE takes DOLL from luggage, brings it to BABY)  

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     There now! Isn't that nice? See, that's better. Oh what 
a lovely smile! There's my best girl 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Shyllag! little pearl. When we had our first born- the 
only one that lived -no name was good enough (smiles) Then I thought of Imre and how 
he told me Shyllag was the word for   Pearly Star 

(SHE places DOLL on bench, moves two steps DSR.) 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    (excited) I want to call her Shyllag 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.     Why can't you stick to English and call her something 
normal?  
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 HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    But SHYLLAG where I come from is the word for star, 
pearly star 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.    Then, we'll call the baby PEARL and let's  have no 
more nonsense 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    So PEARL she was--everyone called her Pearl. To 
please her father I did too--out loud- (conspiratorially)  but in here (pats her heart) all the 
time-  yes, all the everywhile, I called her SHYLLAG!  (pauses)  Sometimes if he wasn't 
listening I said it out--loud  like a  splash of colour (loud) SHYLLAG! There's a world of  
difference between sounds. Any fool knows that. But no-not he - no no no no- not he 

(SHE returns to bench, sits, mimes rocking pram) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Being the only one I could afford to spoil  her. Not too 
much mind. Just a bit. She was no bother, Stationmaster. At night a sleeping beauty as 
teeth like tiny pearls appeared (smiles) ahead of time. The mothers on the road  were 
mad with jealousy.  

VOICE OF WOMAN.   (affronted) How come My Julie's always dribbling? 
Why has Pearl got all her teeth? 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.   (laughs) Just the way it happens I suppose 

VOICE OF WOMAN.    How does Your Little Pearlie keep her balance?  How 
come she never falls?  My Julie's always toppling over 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    (laughs) Why ask me? I don't know I'm sure 

VOICE OF WOMAN.    (suspicious) Strange. The way Pearl always is ahead. 
Unnatural I'd call it! 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Yes the women on the road were mad with  
jealousy.(Mimes rocking pram) But Little Shyllag really was no  trouble. No trouble at all 
(laughs) Now don't we mothers all say that at first?  

(SHE gets Child's red ball from luggage, places it on floor, faces out front, sitting on her 
hunkers behind ball) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     When Shyllag was a child we took her on the train 
from Clapham to the seaside. The questions started well before we left 

SHYLLAG as a Child.     Mummy, have you got my spade and bucket?   Have 
you got my ball?  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Yap yap yap (proud) she never stopped 
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HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.     Can't you keep the child from talking? Tell Pearl to 
shut up. 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     Oh, she was full of questions!  

SHYLLAG AS A CHILD.    Mummy, will the place be full of people?  Will the food 
be good? and will we all have window seats?" 

(SHE  rises) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Yes yes I'd nod. Of course we couldn't all have window 
seats. You never can. There's simply not enough. But to make sure I'd get there nice and 
early (Moving to bench with ball) dragging Shyllag from her sleepy bed without breakfast - 
off we'd trot -- trit-trotting to the station to be there in time 

(A PAUSE. LIGHTS as for MORNING. SHE peers out front) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      He'd grumble 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.     All this rushing's  not like a holiday 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     Better get there in comfort or not at all  

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.     What's the point of  all this waiting?  

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     Patience. Just what you need  

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.     Cold feet more like! 

(A PAUSE. SHE peers out front) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      Oh! those were happy times waiting for a puff  of 
smoke-the clatter on the rails--and how we all forgot our  breakfast as the train  came 
whooshing in- hiss of brakes-clap  of doors-rush of steam- Whoosh! 

(TRAIN WHISTLE. SHE sits with red ball on bench) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     And then we were inside-safely in our window seats 
Shoo- chch Shoo- chch. How little Shyllag loved the train. Oh, she was full of questions  

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.    Can't you stop the child from talking? 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     But I would smile and say "Come, Shyllag, sit by me 
and watch the sea!" (mimes holding CHILD in her arms to  look out front) Once upon a 
seaside train, she threw her sandal from the window, watching with a squeal of laughter 
as it fell- spinning in the air-down down into a clump of gorse (sighs) Oh, the smell of 
gorse! beside the sea riding on that train.  Shoo-chchch Shoo (pauses) He made a fuss 
about the sandal  
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HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.    They don't grow on trees (sniffs) Sandals  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    he said. But, full of sea air and the smell of gorse I only 
laughed and Shyllag squealed and went to throw the other one                  

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.   Stop that Pearl! Sandals don't grow on trees    

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    He made a fuss but he was a good man in his way. 
Oh! we had happy seaside times--and  going there and  back was half the joy! 

(A PAUSE. SHE drinks, then holds up DOLL fondly) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.   She was a little pearl- my pride and joy. My only one 
(Moves to luggage with DOLL) and a lovely child to dress (replaces DOLL in 
luggage,then holds up purple dress)  Muslin or velvet which will it be? (laughs) We 
always had a purple feeling in my family - not in his. He hated it (drops dress) 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.     Why can't you dress the little one in white? 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    She's lovely as she is 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.    She's not (sniffs) She's dressed in puce 

(She moves DS. a few steps) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Did you hear that? If there's one word I hate it's puce. 
Too like puke for me (sighs) any fool can see  the difference between sounds-but no- not 
he. No feeling- no  sense of colour. Don't you agree ? (sighs) underneath his hairy chest 
he was a good man-in his way (pauses) but it became a bit  embarrassing - not to 
mention corny -to lay my head upon a chest  all hearts and arrows! I didn't mind the 
hearts but nestling in  his curls was one name - black and red-and very clear (spelling 
with her finger) M U M! (pauses) some things can't be rubbed out! His MUM was here to 
stay (pauses) It was more than any girl  could bear. I tried to go on journeys-just to get 
away. 

(She moves US. slightly) 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.    I've had enough! If you go once more on that railway 
just don't come back! Your mother's right. You always was too fond of changing trains 
(sniffs) They'll be the death of you 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     We're off to Paris now. Come, Shyllag, get your things 

HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.    Oh can't you leave the child with me? She wants to  
stay at home (pauses) Don't you Pearl? 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     But she didn't. So he went back to playing darts 
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HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.      (sniffs)  Wot you want to travel for?  You've  gone to 
France and Hungary and sur le Continong  at least a  hundred times. There's all the 
trains you want at home! 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     (moves a step DS.) Can you imagine that? "All the 
trains you want at home!" Oh yes! Paradise at Clapham!  

(TRAIN WHISTLE. SHE moves to sit on bench) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.       So, Shyllag came with me. I let her take her pick. We 
kept on changing trains. Off to France and Hungary. Even to the seaside and oh! the 
smell of gorse beside the sea riding on that train-and how we laughed  about her sandal. 
Yes! We went everywhere (pauses, then confidentially) I almost lost her on a train from 
Barcelona when gypsy dancers came aboard and made a special fuss of her. They 
dazzled her with silver bracelets that jingled as they danced. Across through Spain, and 
down Shoochch CH Madrid - Toledo Shoochch CH. On towards Seville - Cadiz. And all 
the way with castenets Shoochch CH, Shoochch CH (pauses) We never reached Cadiz 
for when the gypsies left the train at Cordoba there was no sign of Shyllag. I'd barely time 
to grab our things, make a dash, down the platform, frantic, looking everywhere 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    My baby! Where is she? 

VOICE OF MAN.     Senora pace!  Che passa? Calma por favor! 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    Where are you taking her? I want my child. Shyllag! 
(bereft )  Shyllag? 

VOICE OF MAN.    Che? Quien sabe? 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    Stop, or I'll get my husband 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    That made them laugh. Suddenly they laughed once 
more and then I saw her, clinging to a gypsy dancer's  skirt, hiding her face among the 
silky crimson flounces. 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.   Shyllag! there's a good girl now. Shyllag! 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     She ran into my arms 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    That's it. There now! Sh! Sh! 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    And as I held her in my arms I thought, I must keep 
you by me all the time Shyllag. I will never let you go! Little pearl! And I thought of 
Balalaika Imre and how I was his pearl among women. The laws of Love don't hold with 
what you should or shouldn’t. It simply happens. Ah! That Summer in Hungary (pauses) 
And I thought of Clapham and my big and burly husband with his bundle of tattoes (sighs) 
Life and Love have ways of changing (shrugs) But underneath his hairy chest he was a 
good man - in his way (laughs)  and we had good times - at the start                 
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HER HUSBAND'S VOICE.    No need to talk to strangers 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    he'd say, speeding down through France with  wine 
and saucisson and crusty bread for comfort,Steely swift French trains Dijon-Chalons-
Lyons-Rennes Shoo-chch Shoo-chch (sighs) yes! those were good times-at the start 
bumping together all the way to  Budapest- and The Danube-sleety grey- not blue (sighs) 
Hungary! 

(LIGHTS change. PAUSE. Slow Hungarian MUSIC as SHE slowly gets and dons Hungarian 
shawl, stands, clasping it with R. hand) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Once upon another train coming from Budapest Shoo-
chch Shoo-chch they made us take our children. The train was packed coming through 
Limbo 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    Come Shyllag, sit by me and watch (breaks off) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (upset)  Little children with their mothers- rows and 
rows of tiny faces- No one spoke. We couldn't get a window seat. I held her on my knee. 
Then, suddenly on that train coming from the Danube someone pulled the cord. 
CHOOCHOOCHOO---SSSSSSHHHH! (PAUSES) sudden hiss of brakes-then silence.  
Rows and rows of tiny faces. Then, from the next carriage a  babble of indignation 

VOICE ON TRAIN.     Parbleu! 

VOICE ON TRAIN.     Mein Gott was ist los?  

VOICE ON TRAIN.     By George! we've stopped!                                                   

(A PAUSE) 

VOICE OF TRAIN GUARD.     (overbearing) Ach so! wer hat's getan? 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.   The guard was surly - eyes thick with sleep - his tunic 
buttons all undone- like Hamlet in Ophelia's closet  

VOICE OF TRAIN GUARD.     Wer hat's getan? 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Now he was buttoning up his tunic - glaring  at us. We 
sat like statues - frozen like pillars of salt on our way from The Danube 

VOICE OF TRAIN GUARD.     Verruckt!                                                

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     (sighs) And he was gone. No one spoke inside our 
carriage. Rows and rows of tiny faces.We clapped our hands on their mouths to stop 
them talking (quiet) No one stops the train in Limbo. But someone cared enough to try. 
Who did it? I wanted to ask (TRAIN WHISTLE) Then with a lurch we were off! (pauses) 
We never knew who caused such consternation- and no one cared as long as we were 
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with our children leaving Limbo (pauses, then cradles her arms) Shoo-chch Shoo -chch 
SHYLLAG!  

 (LIGHTS change. A PAUSE, then SHE moves to luggage, takes out a school satchel 
containing books, moves SC) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     I kept her by me all the time. 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     Shyllag! Don't wander off. Just stick by me and 
everything will be alright. Got that?  

SHYLLAG AS A CHILD.    Yes Mummy but – 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.   Soon you'll be at school. And then what must you do? 

SHYLLAG AS A CHILD.    Never talk to strangers 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    Yes there's no need for that. Just keep yourself to 
yourself 

SHYLLAG AS A CHILD.      Mummy, what if a person talks to me -?  

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.      Always tell your mother. We have no secrets (smiles) 
and if you want to know anything, just ask me 

SHYLLAG AS A CHILD. Mummy where do babies come from? 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     I'll tell you that tomorrow. Now, run along and play 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      (laughs) Yap yap yap. Oh she was full of questions. 
And Stationmaster, when she went to school the mothers on the road were wild with 
jealousy. Full marks, you see, in almost everything. Music. Reading. All the languages. 
Funny how she didn't take to Algebra or Geometry or twelve times tables (laughs) but 
then, who's counting? I cannot count for toffee, but still I know a thing or two about 
learning lines, coming in on cue and how the light can shine on purple velvet. Skills 
maybe not crucial in the scheme of things. But still (pauses,) Yes, full marks in almost 
everything. Small wonder she was Teacher's Pet. Oh, but you should have heard them 

VOICE OF WOMAN.    How come My Julie isn't top in French? 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    Sacre Bleu! Oh la la! 

VOICE OF WOMAN.    Pardon! What's that you said?  

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    You'd better ask the teacher  

VOICE OF WOMAN.     I don't suppose your Pearl was cheating 
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HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    My Good Lord, what a question! You'd think she got 
full marks on purpose                            

VOICE OF WOMAN.     (sharp) Some get too clever for their own good. Come 
to a sticky end 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.        How could she help it if she was better than  the rest?  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.       Oh, but they were jealous on the road. I learned to  
rise above it. I had to. For her sake (laughs) God knows we mothers do our best. God 
knows we try (smiles) I'm sure my mother tried. Like all mothers. Like I do. In my own 
way (pauses) Tell me, Stationmaster if there is another way. I am not beyond taking 
instruction. Bending my ear to a word from the wise (laughs) Years of learning lines, 
coming in on cue, leaving at the perfect moment. All this practice leaves me with a taste 
for endless improvings (pauses) Even a queen must learn - if she will prosper (thoughtful, 
then smiles) Prospero! 

(SHE goes to luggage for a Lucky Dip, brings out floaty tunic) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    I never played Miranda. That was left to Shyllag. 
Miranda at fifteen, and barely that! And before that she played Ariel 

(SHE dons tunic, darts to bench, removes book from satchel, moving S.R. opens book, 
rehearsing part of speech below, then shuts book, darts to replace it on bench, then 
moves SC) 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.        I'm ready, Mummy. Hmm! I'm ready. 
                                              Full fathom five thy father lies:  
                      Of his bones are coral made 
  Those are pearls that were his eyes:     .                                                   
   Nothing of him that doth fade, 
                                              But doth suffer a sea change 
  Into something rich and strange                                           

.                                       Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell: 
  Hark! now I hear them,- ding-dong, bell  
 
(SHE bows, pirouettes proudly, bows again) 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Well Mummy ? What do you think? Am I good? 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.      (clapping) Bravo! I couldn't have played better myself 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    Which bits are best?  Tell me tell me, tell me  

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.       We'll talk about it on the train 
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VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Mummy what are you planning? What train?  

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.          A surprise! Oh come on Shyllag. You  know  you 
always love surprises (Gathers luggage) Aren't you ready?  Hurry up We've barely time to 
get to  

(An awkward PAUSE) 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Dad's taking me to Blackpool 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     (disappointed) Oh (brisk) that's nice Dear. You'll enjoy 
the train. 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Car. Dad's got a brand new car 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER. Now, where did he get that I wonder? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Probably off the back of a lorry  

HERSELF AS A MOTHER. Shyllag, have a care. After all he is your father 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.      Mummy, you're not to worry. I'll be fine. You don't mind 
do you? 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER. (brave) Of course not Shyllag 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      (moving DSC) But I did mind. Off I went  
Stationmaster, trying not to think of what was going on in that  pretty head of hers. As I 
left I fancied I could hear her still. 

(SHE skips over SR. then briefly glances SL.) 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.       (confidential) I have parents rich and  strange .  He's 
rich. She's strange.(laughs) Mothers! Who needs  them? I learn a lot from Dad (excited) 
He's taking me to Blackpool - and other places. We'll have a flutter on the gee-gees 
before we hit the high spots in half a dozen cities, whizzing in his Rover. Last time it was 
a Bentley. That's the kind my Dad is. Take a chance. Win a bet (pauses) He won't go 
anywhere by train. All he does is place a bigger bet to get the car he wants (laughs) He 
says I bring him luck (mimics) Pearl, you're my light. My lucky strike (excited) Who 
knows, we might win the Grand National (glances offstage R.) Dad, I'm coming, I'm 
coming (grabs satchel, hurls it SL)  

 (SHE removes tunic, throws it high in the air) 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.   (Picking up tunic) Shyllag, you must learn to pack your 
things away. Who knows when we'll need to travel? 
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(SHE replaces books in satchel, packs away tunic & satchel, runs DSC., listens) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Sh! Is that my train? Is it? 

(SHE returns to sit on bench, drinks) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     Some people, Stationmaster, just board a train to 
anywhere and hump the consequences. They simply do not travel for an answer. But for 
whatever comes. For che sera sera. Once upon a train in Cuba, sh chchch sh chchch a 
little man with boxes of cigars instead of luggage tried to fill the air with heaven, giving 
everyone in sight a juicy fat cigar  

VOICE OF MAN.    Senor, have a Havana    

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     he said to each one as they entered 

VOICE OF WOMAN.    Muchas gracios 

VOICE OF MAN # 2.     Senor, gracious 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.        each replied. Soon the place was swirling with the 
fragrance and the smoke of so many fat cigars that no one noticed how the little man with 
boxes was floating out the window to vanish in a puff of smoke. Pff! Just like that 

VOICE OF MAN # 3.      Too much heaven in Havana  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      said the ticket master when he found that everyone 
was floating in a fragrant fog of juicy fat cigars. Then he went to find the little man and 
vanished out the window. Pff! and was never seen again  (SL. Pause) I haven't been to 
Cuba but so the story goes 

(LIGHTS CHANGE. SHE listens, then rises, packs DOLL in luggage) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.         I kept Shyllag by me while she grew tall and graceful 
until one day she was grown up and would no longer wait with me at railway stations but 
just hopped like a bird upon her bicycle and flew away (smiles) Yes! high upon her 
bicycle in my long purple velvet dress she rode to college, her long hair flowing down, 
right down her back, and round her head a silken band like a crown of violet (laughs) An 
Examinee dressed like a Queen is rare - too rare by half. God knows we should have 
more like her- wearing the dress that was my mother's and who knows how many 
mothers wore it too (laughs) and not a hole in it!  

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     Why Shyllag you look like a queen! (moving SR.) Yes 
a queen! 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Before I play The Queen I will play Hamlet 
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TRAVELLING PLAYER. (laughing as SHE takes a step DS.) And she did --in 
between exams. Full marks with pats upon her silken banded head from all her teachers 
and friends calling in droves to see her. 

(SHE moves SC. faces US. mimes talking, laughing on phone) 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.       Who's that Shyllag you're talking to?                                                               

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Mummy, it's No one 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.      Is it your father? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.       (sighs) Get lost Mother                

(A PAUSE) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      Yes, she had grown up Stationmaster. But soon she 
became a travelling player - just like me. And those were  happy times Shoo chch shoo 
chch Off to Brighton Down through  France Dijon-Chalons-Lyons-Rennes (laughs) How 
sleepy  eyed  she was in Paris as I dragged her to the early train at Gare de Lyons 
(laughs) Like those happy seaside times trit trotting to  the station to be there on time 

SHYLLAG AS A CHILD.      Mummy have you got my spade and bucket? Have 
you got my ball? 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.   Yap yap yap (smiles) she never stopped (pauses)  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    That was then but now it was a different story 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Oh, must we go? Mother I want to stay in  Paris 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    Shyllag you know we play in Arles tonight and apres 
ca Grenoble. Now depeche toi! Ready, steady, off we - 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     No  Mother 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.   The wagon lits are booked. Now hurry up                        

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     I want the top bunk 

HERSELF AS  QUEEN MOTHER.    Fine. That's fine by me.  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.        And it was, Stationmaster, for I had given up the urge 
to waste more time climbing my way to the top. So off we went Shoo ch ch Shoo ch ch 
down through France and Italy almost as far as Greece (laughs) And I thought of another 
train in Italy and that man going to Bologna in the middle of the night. 
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VOICE OF MAN.    Mama wanta to see you  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    He said fiercely in the dark 

VOICE OF MAN.     You eata spaghetti at Bologna Now!   

TRAVELLING PLAYER.   (laughs) I never met his mother. Sometimes I wonder 
who he brought to eat spaghetti at her house. 

(SHE moves to luggage, trying on dresses)  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     Yes those were happy times apart from lack  of funds 
or influenza or losing half the cast at Portofino.  Still on we went down through France 
and Italy-almost as far as Greece. But before we got to Corinth, the handsome youth who 
played Bassanio to my Portia left us all with dysentery when we  reached Verona. His 
part was swiftly taken by another. And when  he fell ill -by someone else (laughs) We lost 
a lot of handsome  youths that way  

(SHE brings luggage back to bench where she sits, drinks) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.   Yes we had our ups and downs. And it was not all 
sunshine and roses.  Once upon a train to Clacton where Shyllag would play Charmian to 
my Cleopatra Shoo chch Shoo chch  a lack of funds plus influenza meant that we were 
forced to play with fewer actors so we dispensed with Eunuchs -not a  great loss - there 
being no one suitable for such parts in any case. Mark Anthony, a handsome youth, had 
gone ahead with  Enobarbus. I was  going over lines trying to remember to forget  to say 
"Hence Saucy Eunuch Hence!" So there we were on that   train to Clacton where we 
would sweep the boards - I with my Cleopatra earrings and Shyllag, her red hair flowing 
down right down her back - or so I thought 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    (rises, aghast)  Shyllag what have you done? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.      It's better short. Remember Hamlet's on again next 
week 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    And after that Cordelia (irate) Shyllag, you have my 
mother's hair - your greatest asset-as it was hers (quiet) and now you chop it off!  

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.      I told you Mother, it's for Hamlet 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    (sighs) In Budapest I saw how people gazed from 
trams as passersby would stop and stare when she came walking by on Vacsi Utca. One 
afternoon a man jumped from a tram and kissed her hand. She laughed but I could tell 
she loved the admiration. It was her hair she said that caught his eye 

 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG. That was then. Old times, Mother. Old times.  We're 
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on the way to Clacton now. Here in England. Far from Hungary 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     How could you do such a thing? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    All for Hamlet 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    But you already played the part with braids  

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    Time for a change 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.      Change? (picks up luggage) Yes. It's time to change. 
Now where will we go? Paris? Rome? or Budapest?                                                                    

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.   Can't you let the past go Mother? Can't you leave 
Hungary behind -like everyone  else? Move on, Mother. Hungary, Hungary. That's all I 
ever hear. Oh yes all change for Hungary                                                                          

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     Hungary! What did she  know of Hungary?  What did 
she know of pain? (takes up Hungarian shawl from  luggage and wraps it around her 
shoulders) Then, how could she know? Listen, Stationmaster 

 (LIGHTS dim. Moves as if to go US, letting Hungarian shawl slide from   shoulders, Pauses, 
then holding shawl with L hand, turns slowly to face DSC., and stands quite still during 
next speech)  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (quiet) Once upon another train  my mother brought 
me as a child from Hungary (slowly) Shoo-chch Shoo-chch.  They made them take their 
children. Rows and rows of tiny faces. We couldn't get a window seat. There were no 
windows on that train coming from the Danube (slowly) Shoo-chch Shoo-chch- choo! No 
one cared enough to pull the cord. No one cared enough to stop the train (pauses) There 
were no windows on that train through Limbo (very slowly) Shoo-chch Shoo-chch 
Sshhoo!                    

(MUSIC.LIGHTS fade as SHE lets shawl fall. A LONG PAUSE) 

(As LIGHTS fade up SHE dozes on bench with DOLL on her lap. SHE stirs in her sleep from 
time to time) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (sleepy)Sh! Sh! Shyllag there's a good girl. Sh! Sh! 

(SHE awakens, yawns, smiles at DOLL, looks around in surprise, then replaces DOLL on 
bench, rises and takes mirror from  luggage to fix her hair, checks luggage and coat)           

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     I must be ready, standing by. The readiness  is all 
(pauses) Are you listening Stationmaster? Time is running out. For us all. Even those with 
window seats going to the Danube-steely grey river of my forgetting! (pauses, smiles) 
Balalaika Imre! (sighs) Oh, but if I was his pearl among women, then Shyllag was a star. 
A rising star. She shone and glittered on the stage. She tackled many parts. Miranda - 
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Hero-Rosalind and Puck. And every time word perfect (laughs) She could play Cordelia in 
her sleep 

(SHE holds up a dress against her) 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    Mother what's your favourite part? 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    I always longed to play the fool 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    But why? 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    There's something heroic about the Fool. Something 
pathetic- Something upside down and inside out - something (sl. pause) sacred  

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.       (puzzled) How is it Mother that only men are fools? 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    (sighs) Ah! (laughs) Now that is the question 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (pauses, then as she moves SC.) They always made 
me play the Queen and always in a different dress for Egypt's climate is light years away 
from Elsinore's (pauses) and even once I played King Richard (laughs) Yes, I did 
Stationmaster(pleased) And they said I made a goodly fist of it  

(SHE dons a cloak with a flourish,pauses,then recties) 

HERSELF AS KING.      My crown, I am; but still my griefs are mine 
  You may my glories and my state depose, 
  But not my griefs; still am I king of those 
 
VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    Well  played Mother. Tragedy becomes you 
 
HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER. As it will you (pauses) in time (laughs) We'll set a 

fashion Shyllag. Women playing all the men. How about it? 
 
VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Yes but did you ever see a woman play King Lear? 
 
HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    (laughs)  Not yet 
 
(A PAUSE. SHE removes cloak thoughtfully) 
 
TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Tell me Stationmaster can a mother ever   know - 

really know what's going on? (sighs) While once upon a seaside train My Little Shyllag 
yap yap yapped, now she barely spoke. Had she of late lost all her mirth? And there was 
this sighing (sl. pause) The wardrobe mistress put it down to hormones. Maybe so (sighs) 
Miles and miles of quiet 

 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER. Are you all right Dear?  
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VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    Sh! I'm learning lines 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    Shyllag, I only asked 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    They tell you nothing if you ask. Then when it's 
something you don't need to know or want to learn, out it all spills. Like a bucket of water 
splashing down a hill (pauses) God knows we mothers do our best. God knows we try 

 (SHE runs DSC. listens, returns to sit on bench, drinks)  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Oh well! It's not so bad here. If you're always travelling 
one place is like another and when there is no place like home then everywhere is home 
(laughs, pats  luggage) I'm nice and comfy here (laughs) and I'm not in any  dreadful 
hurry (chatty) Funny how people think by dashing back  and forth they can equalise the 
distance between Here and There  (Pauses, laughs) as if you can! Back and forth-back 
and forth- back and forth! Listen! Once upon another train in Perth, Shoochch Shoo chch 
a father bet his son as they were leaving Adelaide behind that he could drive a car faster 
to Kalgoorlie crossing the Nullarbour Plain by night - And without hitting kangaroos.  The 
son laughed, then challenged his father to a race around the edges of Australia. They 
were last seen getting off the train to Perth en route to rent out jeeps. Think of that 
Stationmaster, driving all those miles and purely for a bet around the edges of Australia. I 
wonder are they finished yet? (sighs) I never went to Perth but so the story goes. 

(SHE takes out several dresses, holds them up against her) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.   I never longed to be a star. I was content to give a 
workmanlike performance, hammer out a goodly part without attracting undue attention to 
my role. Yes, I did my best  (lightly) and what if sometimes I forgot a line or came in well 
before my cue? What of it? (laughs) Perfection can be tedious  (wags finger towards 
DSR) But you can rest assured  Stationmaster that I never - well hardly ever - missed an 
entrance  or- an exit (calm) give me my robe. Put on my crown. I have immortal longings 
in me                             

(LIGHTS change. MUSIC. SHE robes herself regally, puts on her crown, moves SC, looks 
out front. MUSIC low during next speech) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     Sometimes I have a dream - always the same one 
(pauses) I take my crown and place it high upon my head and in my purple velvet dress I 
walk out proud and straight  

(SHE moves DS. Stops, smiles) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    When the driver sees me there -on cue and perfectly 
aligned - there's no need for the courtiers to shout "Stop the  train! it's the Queen!" In my 
dream I stand there, ready on the lines -  dressed to the death (listens, then) Shoo- chch 
Shoo - chch - a clatter on the rails - hiss of brakes and steam-ssssssssssh (pauses) and 
in the mist before my eyes - I do not see the knights in shining armour bending low over 
my face-I do not see the courtiers standing by in long sleeved robes (listens) only a 
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babble of sound - then the silence of respect - (pauses)  Then in one voice the warriors 
and courtiers and  knights  in shining armour cry out  

VOICE OF COURTIERS.    Step back! Make way for the Queen! 

(A PAUSE. MUSIC) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     and in my dream, they gather up my queenly dresses, 
muslin, velvet, silk and with my Cleopatra earrings make a parcel - remnants of Egypt, 
Thrace and Elsinore (quiet) carried to the train where all the window seats are empty - 
where everafter I may play the fool - (slowly) and in my dream - I board the train to the 
steely grey river of my forgetting (softly) and soft will be the sound of it and sweet the 
silence! 

(A PAUSE. Then LIGHTS change) 

TRAVELLING  PLAYER.       Sh! Is that my train? (listens) now only a whisper in the 
distance. Listen! Sh chch Shoo chch. It must be. Do you hear it? (excited) Look at me. I'm 
losing all my Queenliness. Hurry hurry 

(SHE gathers up luggage, stuffing in dresses etc., listens, sighs, moves SC.) 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    Mother must you always play the Queen? You're 
losing your touch  

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    (laughs) Never! Why Shyllag just the other day My 
Hamlet said to me - 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.   (upset) Leave him alone. You're old enough to be  his 
mother 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    I am his mother. Shyllag you cut me to the quick. How 
can you be so cruel? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.   To be kind Mother-to be kind. You taught me all the 
lines yourself. Remember 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    Full well I did and - 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Aren't you too old for the part? 

 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    (laughs) Hah! What an idea! A Queen, my dear, never 
ages. She is always a Queen 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.   I can't wait forever. After Hamlet I will play the Queen 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    In good time (pauses) The Readiness is  all  
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TRAVELLING PLAYER.     (pauses ,then glances DSR) There's nothing  worse 
than a Queen who is ill prepared or unsuitable. Someone like that would only bring down 
the whole house of cards. Don't you agree Stationmaster? 

(SHE runs DSC. listens, returns to sit on bench)  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Is Freedom all it's cracked up to be? Is it, 
Stationmaster? or is Freedom just another word for leaving all  behind? (pauses then) 
Listen, once upon a train in Santiago three men with red bandanas burst into a carriage 
and without any beating round the bush - for they were plain and straight- those men with 
red bandanas- they threatened to take everyone's  pesetas.  

VOICE OF MAN.    We want ze money. Hand it over 

VOICE OF WOMAN.    Vamos! Madre de Dio (blesses herself) 

VOICE OF MAN.    ze money or we kill you!  

VOICE OF WOMAN.    Who are you? What you wanta with pesetas? 

VOICE OF MAN.    You see this red bandana? That mean we fight for 
Freedom. Ze money Toro! 

VOICE OF WOMAN.    No No (pleads) Manana, manana 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    But the men with red bandanas who burst into the 
carriage couldn't wait until manana, and without any beating round the bush killed the 
woman and took the people's money. All for Freedom. So they said. And when those 
men with red bandanas looked into the woman's purse there was nothing. Da nada. No 
pesetas. But they killed her just the same. That's how it goes if you fight for Freedom 
(pauses) Thank God I wasn't on that train in Santiago but so the story goes. 

(LIGHTS change. A chord of MUSIC) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.       (looks DSR.) Sometimes Stationmaster I wonder if 
maybe it was better not to know what was going on in that pretty head of hers (shrugs) 
Someone with a fever can say all sorts of (hesitates) funny things. But they usually don't 
signify  

(SHE dons nightdress, then moves distractedly) 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.      Mother, time to let go (laughs) Complexions like old 
cheese have no place centre stage under the lights  (smiles mischievously) I know! 
Organise the packing-crown - jewels -queenly dresses - ThenH Reach our destination 
Hwhen no one's looking, make a sacrificial pyre and burn the lot! Gertrude's, Lady M's 
and Cleopatra's earrings. She has more dresses in her wardrobe than anyone. And they'll 
make a mighty blaze! (pauses, then playful) What am I thinking of? Three guesses 
(laughs) Wrong again Mother (enraged) As long as she  lives I will never play the Queen 
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(quiet) Sometimes I could  strangle her with my bare hands. From this day forth -  

(SHE removes nightdress, fiercely squeezes it, then lets it fall)  

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    (startled) Who's there? Is that you, Shyllag, learning 
lines? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     (breathless) Yes. Act four. You know the part.  From 
this time forth My thoughts be bloody or be nothing worth 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.     Bravo! Now come back to bed before you get a fever 
(pauses) How now, Shyllag, what's the matter?  

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     The matter is Hamlet 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    The person? Or the play? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    (agitated) Let me be the Queen 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    Not yet Shyllag. Not yet                                                                                  

 (A PAUSE) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.       (offhand) Between you me and Jack Mum I  heard a 
lot of nonsense but tell the  truth most of it I can't  remember (pauses) Now listen! Once 
upon a train in Indonesia.  Sh! What's that? 

(SHE runs DSC. listens, shrugs, then smiles) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      Stationmaster did I tell you My Shyllag once played 
Hamlet? (smiles) She was wearing braids - now I remember - Little plaits tied back and 
princely in her long black legs and Oxfam jacket (soft) She wore a sash of violet upon her 
chest like a banner of silken anguish  

(SHE gets & dons a violet sash, faces SL.as if at Laertes) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     Laertes' banner was of blue - a royal  blue  and when 
they fought they hissed like snakes when they fought - (pauses) to the death (moves to 
look DSR.) She has played  other  parts, but not as she played that one (looks out front) 
As you know, the Queen always dies first so I could never weep when My Hamlet died 
(pauses) But when Shyllag played the  part they fought so fiercely that I wept, not for 
Shyllag, but for Hamlet 

(A PAUSE. LIGHTS change. SHE moves DSL.) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.       Soon all that Shyllag needed was a knight in  shining 
armour. But she barely glanced at all the handsome youths playing their hearts out for a 
look. A word. And as we travelled on from place to place Shoochch SHOOchch, oblivious 
to their lovelorn sighs she could be found walking up and down the corridor learning lines 
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or tucked up in a window seat, her nose thrust inside a book. And if someone asked 
"What do you  read?" she would answer "Words words, words" (pauses) Then once  
upon a train travelling through the Alps she fell asleep and lay, a lock of long red hair 
across her cheek like a sleeping  beauty. As we hurtled through a tunnel, the train 
gathered speed  Shchchchchch and in that slap of blacknessH 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.       (sleepy) Yes yesH go far far away (agitated) Hamlet! 
No No (pauses) Look to the  Queen! (pauses, then sleepy) mine - all  mine. The rest is 
silence (agitated) No no! 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER. (gentle) Shyllag, Shyllag, wake up  

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     Was I talking? What did I say? Tell me  

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    Some words about Hamlet and the Queen.  No more 
than that  

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     What else? Tell me what I said 

(A PAUSE) 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER.    (gentle) Who is he Shyllag? 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (sighs) She would not say (pauses) Soon we were 
home again. And when I saw how she fell, like Ophelia, into a sickness, then into a 
swoon, I knew it must be love 

(She moves SC.) 

HERSELF AS QUEEN MOTHER. Shyllag, who is he? Your knight in shining armour? -
who? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    No one 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    (smiles) Why don't you tell your mother? We have no 
secrets 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     No! 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.     (laughs) Bring him home. We'll give him wine and 
cervelat (eager) those long skinny Hungarian sausages  

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    No Mother 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    Is he Hungarian?  

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    I won't give his name 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.    Why not Shyllag? Why not?  
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VOICE OF SHYLLAG.       Because – 

HERSELF AS A MOTHER.      (interrupts) because he is your one true love   (pauses) 
Yes? (pauses) Come, Shyllag, you can tell your  mother 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    No! 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    She would not tell his name lest her mother, like my 
mother killed her love (pauses, then upset) You could have told me, Shyllag- you should 
have said 

(Chord of MUSIC, moves US. slightly) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      While Shyllag played the Prince,I played the Queen-
but in a different play (sl. pause) My Hamlet was a handsome youth. He always knew his 
lines and came on cue. I wore him in my heart of hearts which was a crowded place by 
then (laughs) but tell me who is NOT Passion's slave? (pauses) The handsome youth 
and I now played the boards in many places - while Shyllag stayed at home -her nose 
deep in another  book. She looked woebegone. I thought to cheer her up 

HERSELF AS Queen - MOTHER.     (caring) You're tired from books and those exams. A 
change will do you good (eager) We're off to Margate for the season. Why don't you 
come? You always loved the sea 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    No  Mother - I  won't 

HERSELF AS QUEEN- MOTHER.    Come on, I'll pack your bags. You can meet my 
Hamlet and (gaily) you can bring your knight in shining armour 

(SHE moves SC.) 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.    (upset) NO! (sobs) 

HERSELF AS QUEEN - MOTHER. (tender) Shyllag! (sl. Pause) Have you lost your love? 
My poor child, you must never wear your heart on your sleeve. Learn from your mother 
(smiles) I do not give my heart out- just like that! 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.      No! You snatch it back and keep it safely locked inside 
your breast -till someone better comes along 

HERSELF AS QUEEN  - MOTHER. Like who? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG. Like Hamlet 

(A PAUSE) 

HERSELF AS QUEEN - MOTHER. (shocked) What? How now Shyllag what's the matter? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.      Mother, Mother (enraged) the matter is Hamlet 
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HERSELF AS  QUEEN – MOTHER. You speak in riddles Child 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG. (quiet)  I saw you with him. I saw you tease and fondle 
him. I saw him kiss your neck. I saw him with a smiling look take your fingers to his mouth 

HERSELF AS QUEEN - MOTHER. Enough! What is this? 

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.      He belongs to ME, Mother-He is not yours to  take. 
You cannot wear him in your heart of hearts (pauses) He  belongs to me 

(A Shocked PAUSE) 

HERSELF AS QUEEN - MOTHER. What! I never knew (pauses) He never said (pauses) I 
swear I never knew  

VOICE OF SHYLLAG.     I saw you tease and fondle him. Now tell me Mother 
who is not Passion's slave? (angry) Answer me that? Answer! You have killed my love 

HERSELF AS QUEEN - MOTHER. Shyllag no more! 

VOICE OF SHYLLLAG.    Mother- so break my heart! I will not hold my tongue 

HERSELF AS QUEEN - MOTHER. No more Shyllag! (pauses, then childlike) Muslin silk or 
velvet? (slides sash from shoulder looking at it) The sash of violet!  (TO SASH, lightly 
chiding) So break my heart but you will hold your tongue! 

(A PAUSE. LIGHTS change. SHE moves around searching lets sash fall) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    (quiet) Shyllag! (moves about searching)  Shyllag! 
Little pearl! (aside) She doesn't answer 

(SHE searches, then moves to bench, sits, holds DOLL to her)  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      (puts DOLL to her ear, listens, then slightly to 
Audience) She doesn't speak (sings low) for she is dead and gone (humming) and on her 
feet her sandals shoon. 

(A PAUSE.A snatch of Hungarian keening type MUSIC gently overlaps her humming. She 
drinks, then childlike gives DOLL   a drink, replaces drink on bench)          

TRAVELLING PLAYER.      (To DOLL) There was ice that evening in the  air and 
on the mountains snow. I packed my crown and Queenly  dresses but something in my 
heart cried "Hold Back!" (pauses) They were all waiting. Then the voice of a courtier rang 
out 

VOICE OF COURTIER.    Come, you will play the Queen 

HERSELF AS QUEEEN -MOTHER. (quiet)  I am already dead  
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VOICE OF COURTIER.    Then, let Shyllag have your part 

HERSELF AS QUEEN-MOTHER. (alarmed) No no not that!  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.     But still the voice of the courtier rang in the frosty air 

VOICE OF COURTIER.      It is time (pauses) The readiness is all. Let Shyllag 
play the Queen 

(PAUSE.TRAIN WHISTLE. SHE rises) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    As the train pulled out (slowly) Shoo-chch  Shoo-chch 
I waved (pauses to wave bleakly) Snow was falling hard soon as they left (sl. pause) 
White -all white 

(A CHORD OF MUSIC. SHE sits) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.   (To DOLL) they never played at Elsinore that  night. 
The driver said it was the snow -white-all white (pauses)  and there was something on the 
track -waving and shining in the  blizzard (dead quiet) something on the track 

(A PAUSE) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER. Shyllag! Shyllag-Little Pearl (aside) She won't answer 
(looks at DOLL) She won't speak (sings low TO  DOLL) for she is dead and gone 
(humming) and on her feet her  sandals shoon.  

(A PAUSE. SHE is startled by the squeak of a LUGGAGE TROLLEY, rises holding DOLL, 
takes a step DS.) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Is someone there? (looks out front) Is that you, 
Mother? It's me Allwych still waiting for my train (listens) No can't be you Mother. You 
were   never this silent  (pauses) Is it you Shyllag -  little Pearl? (bereft)  Is it you? 

(SHE moves DS. holding DOLL, stops) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.       (childlike) Oh look! here's your doll-the one I got for 
you (laughs) I must have kept it by me all this time (To DOLL, as SHE holds it to her) Oh 
My poor child, My star, My pearl (looks out front, confused) Shyllag? 

(A PAUSE.LIGHTS dim. SHE runs US., puts DOLL gently on bench, gathers hat, coat, 
gloves and bag, then moves DSC. looks out front) 

TRAVELLING PLAYER.    Shyllag? 

(A PAUSE. MUSIC (Brief snatch of Hungarian keening type) as SHE gently puts on hat, 
coat, carries gloves, bag, looks out front)  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.   (quiet) I lost three babies before Shyllag.  Little pearly 
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pieces of flesh they were with little pearly souls. The Doctor never thought I'd have 
another. 

VOICE OF MAN.   You'll not conceive - Or if you do twill be in vain!  

TRAVELLING PLAYER.   he said. How wrong can Doctors be! and yet-we  give 
ourselves to them- our life in their hands (softly)Little pearly pieces of flesh they were with 
little pearly souls (pauses) I made spaces for them in my heart -all three- and no  one  
can touch those parts of me. No one! for though you cannot see them they are as real to 
me as Shyllag - Little pearl! (pauses) Birth and forgetting - But I will not forget. Birth is  
never forgettable. I want to remember and my remembering will  help them remember -
keeping them alive until we meet at whatever railway station (jubilant) then wherever, and 
whenever, they'll know me as their mother (pause) and I'll take then  with me on the train 
- bumping together all the way to Budapest-or down through France - Dijon-Chalons-
Lyons-Rennes - (pauses looks DSR.) Do you hear that Stationmaster? Do you hear? (sl. 
pause, looks out front) All the way to Budapest or down through France, Dijon-Chalons- 
Lyons-Rennes (pauses) and I'll make sure they all have window seats! 

 (TRAIN WHISTLE. LIGHTS slowly fade as MUSIC fades up, becoming sustained (E.g. 
NAPOM, NAPOM) 

(END  OF  PLAY) 

 

Performance rights must be secured before production. For contact information, please see 
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